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Twin Dragons
New Beasts have been created in Avantia - twin dragons Vedra and
Krimon. But the Wizard Malvel plans to capture them, so Tom must
take the dragons into hiding. Can Tom save the twin Beasts from
the wizard's evil spell?
A terrible past will build two things, a bridge to freedom or a gate to
hell. Join the Players of The Golden Crown Series in book two as
the saga continues.Reluctantly accepting her fate, Bethany has
settled into the role of "Mother" but never that of "wife". She feels
the looming threat approaching that will leave her alone with Ryan
as August and Cas near their 18th birthdays. She has spent years
with prescription medication guiding her moods and emotions only
to suddenly decide to allow the world to creep back in. With that
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she ventures out and finds danger at the hands of what may be her
only redemption. This one act sets the chess game in motion as a
new man enters their lives and Bethany finds it very hard to resist
him. Threatened and fearing rejection, Ryan contacts an old enemy
and invites the darkness back in. All the while, August and Cas both
harbor dark secrets of their own, navigating a world both Ryan and
Beth are not even aware of until it may be too late. Sometimes no
matter what you do, the dragon will rise.
An argument over one of their companions splits the Twin Dragons
up! But when Sting tries to take on the golems of Obstone Village
on his own, he's left crushed, with his magic stolen. Could this job
actually be a sinister trap set for Sting? And will Rogue forgive him
and arrive in time to save his life?
The Dragon Lords of Valdier universe is vast but each book can
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stand alone! Jump in at any point in the series. Twin Dragons is a
USA Today and New York Times Bestseller! Among the Valdier,
twin dragons are feared above all others. Within a prison camp on a
mining asteroid, Melina has disguised her gender for years…. Long
ago, Cree and Calo witnessed the catastrophic end of the only other
twin dragon-shifters in existence, and they swore they would never
let themselves go that far down the path of madness. Since then,
they have earned the Dragon Lords' trust, but the infamous insanity
that besieged the first twin dragons is now beginning to take over
their senses, just as all the Dragon Lords have found their true
mates. After so long without a mate of their own, Cree and Calo's
dragons are pushing them to do something that would surround
them with devastating death and a bitterly waged war. There has
never been a woman who can handle a lifetime with two dragonPage 3/44
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shifters, and they don’t expect that to change now when they
desperately need a partner to save their sanity. Hope can spring
from unexpected places however, and the rescue of an old man and
his suspiciously mysterious grandson from an abandoned mining
asteroid launches the twins into a confused and conflicted journey
to a distant planet called Earth at the behest of their…true mate. For
this beauty in disguise, life has certainly not been easy, and her
journey is just beginning.... Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith
presents a new action-packed story full of adventure and romance.
Brimming with her signature humor, vivid scenes, and beloved
characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite!
How to Build a Successful International Web Site
Dragon Lords of Valdier
Dragons in a Bag
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Vedra and Krimon, the Twin Dragons
Special 1
"Sting Eucliffe, the White Dragon, and Rogue Cheney, the
Shadow Dragon: these two powerful Dragon Slayer wizards are
the faces of the Saber Tooth guild, but they didn't start out that
way. Both wizards have been down a road of fantastical
adventures and hard-won battles to forge their own way as
heroes. Learn how two of the most powerful wizards in Fiore
got their start"--Page 4 of cover.
USA Today Bestseller! Twin dragons have been feared above all
other dragon-shifters because of Barrack and Brogan, the
original twin dragons, who became murderously insane. Their
new story begins with their death. Barrack and Brogan
remember their death - and it isn't a pleasant one. When the
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Goddess Aikaterina gives them a second chance at life - and at
finding their true mate - they are willing to do whatever it takes
to change their destiny. What they didn't expect is that it would
be so difficult! It turns out that their true mate is a human, a
species they have limited knowledge about, from a planet that
very few have ever visited because humans have not mastered
space travel yet. Most humans, including their true mate, are
completely unaware of life outside of their own solar system!
With time running out, it doesn't take them long to realize that
this may be one battle that will take all of their skills to win.
Delilah Rosewater is haunted by dreams of her death. She
doesn't understand why the dreams feel so real, or why she
knows that time is running out for her. Her frustration
strengthens as she searches for the one person she feels could
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understand her increasing panic - Sara Wilson. She is shocked
when instead of finding Sara, she comes face-to-face with two
irritating men who claim to be from another world! Caught in
an unexpected snowstorm in the Appalachian Mountains,
Delilah doesn't know what to think of the two men and their
wild claims of a powerful Goddess, alien worlds, and new
destinies.... Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new
action-packed story to transport readers out of this world!
Brimming with her signature humor, vivid scenes, and beloved
characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite.
A thrilling YA fantasy novel from award-winning author
Arthur Slade! Carmen is a student at Red Assassin School.
She's an expert at bladed weapons and poisons; and she's
desperate to finish at the top of the class, ahead of her twin
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brother. The students have been trained to hunt using giant
black swans, but Carmen has discovered a dragon. All she has
to do is get on his back. One problem: he's killed everyone who
gets near him. Then the Emperor declares war on assassins.
And there might be a traitor among them. Carmen wants to
graduate. But the emperor wants her dead. Her classmates
might, too. Graduation night is about to become the fight of her
life. In this heartstopping adventure by Arthur Slade, readers
will root for Carmen - an Assassin with a heart of gold,
determined to follow her dream against all odds.
Kumo is just your average everyday agoraphobic albino
working on his Ph.D. in archaeology. All he wants in life is to be
left alone so he can go full nerd and solve the riddles left behind
by ancient cultures. Was that really so much to ask? But the
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simple joy of solitude will have to wait because there's a girl
who's about to drag him into a world of trouble... big trouble.
Trouble so big it's not contained in just one universe. Kumo and
Alice will have to get along well enough to save the world
together. Which is about as far as you can get from being left
alone.
Twin Dragons Wake
Dragon Assassin
Twin Dragons of Saber Tooth. Double dragons. 1
Book 3
Abducting Abby: Dragon Lords of Valdier Book 1
In Brooklyn, nine-year-old Jax joins Ma, a curmudgeonly
witch who lives in his building, on a quest to deliver three
baby dragons to a magical world, and along the way
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discovers his true calling.
How To Build A Successful International Web Site provides
the information you need to go multilingual. You will learn to
create cool international Web sites, use HTML in every
language, find and use multilingual Web translation services
and products, manage software to display in foreign
languages, submit URLs to international search engines, and
avoid cross-cultural faux pas. You'll also find plenty of
international business information, references, links, an the
tools you'll need to make your Web site multilingual.
The third book in the Ella and Owen series sees the dragon
siblings on the wrong side of Fright Mountain and coming
face-to-face with knights in shining armor, who just happen to
hate dragons. Uh-oh! Twin dragons Ella and Owen are on the
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wrong side of Fright Mountain--the side where there are
castles and knights in shining armor. But these knights hate
dragons! Will Ella and Owen find their way home before the
knights catch them?
** A Standalone Short Story with No Cliffhanger! ** Claimed
by Two Christine's life gets way more exciting and a bit
complicated when the man she's been dreaming of turns into
two. How will she choose? They Will Have to Share Never
have the two of them fallen for the same woman and neither
is willing to give her up. --- TAGS: Dragon Romance, Dragon
shifter romance, dragon romance, paranormal dragon shifter
romance, alpha dragon romance, weredragon romance,
alpha male romance, Shifter Menage Romance, Menage
erotica romance, full length novel mmf ffm, Mfm menage
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romance, Mfm menage romance, mfm romance, bad boy
romance, paranormal shifter romance, Alpha male romance,
Shifter romance, Shapeshifter romance, paranormal
romance, insta love romance, new adult romance, quick
reads, paranormal romance with sex, short reads, novels,
novella, fictions, ebooks, dominant possessive, second
chance romance, full length novel, steamy romance, hot
reads, urban fantasy
A History of the 459th Fighter Squadron
A Story of Twin Dragons
In Black and Gold
Owned by Twin Dragons
The 459th Fighter Squadron, also known by the nickname
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"Twin Dragons," was the only P-38 Lightning squadron to fly
exclusively in the skies over Burma during World War Two.
The rugged P-38, with its long-range and ability to bring
back its pilots safely on just one engine, proved to be the
best aircraft for the types of missions the 459thFS would
participate in during the war. The squadron's first missions
were in November 1943 at the height of the war in Burma
when the Japanese forces were attempting to invade India
from its bases inside Burma. Its main role was to gain air
superiority by destroying the Japanese Army Air Force over
its own territory. Fighter sweeps and dangerous attacks on
enemy airfields were normal types of missions. This book
describes the combat missions of the Twin Dragons and
includes black and white wartime photos along with flight
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simulator screenshots in color.
The beginning of an epic saga! Discover new worlds, clashes
of cultures, schemes of power, revenge, rescues, and above
all, hope. Abby Tanner is content to live on her mountain
creating her beautiful works of art and enjoying the peace
and quiet. All of that changes when a strange golden space
ship crash lands on it. Now, Abby has to deal with a golden
ship, a tortured alien, and an insane local sheriff. Zoran
Reykill knew he had to find a safe place to heal after he
escapes from a Curizan military post. When his symbiosis
mothership takes him to an unknown planet he finds more
than he expects ‒ he finds his true mate. The only problems
are Abby doesn t understand a thing he says and the local
sheriff wants her too. There is only one thing the King of
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Valdier can do, abduct his true mate. Now Zoran has his
hands full trying to keep his true mate safe in his own world
while trying to help her accept her new life. He will need all
the help he can get to help his stubborn human accept she
can make a life in a place other than her mountain back on
Earth. He just needs to keep her alive long enough to enjoy
it and away from the other males on his planet who
wouldn t mind helping her accept her new sensual body.
One thing he knows he will never regret ‒ abducting Abby
Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new actionpacked story full of adventure and romance. Brimming with
her signature humor, vivid scenes, and beloved characters,
this book is sure to be another fan favorite!
USA Today Bestseller! Twin dragons have been feared above
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all other dragon-shifters because of Barrack and Brogan, the
original twin dragons, who became murderously insane.
Their new story begins with their death. Barrack and Brogan
have memories of their death ‒ and it isn't a pleasant one.
When the Goddess Aikaterina gives them a second chance
at life ‒ and at finding their true mate ‒ they are willing to
do whatever it takes to change their destiny. What they
didn t expect is that it would be so difficult! It turns out
that their true mate is a human, a species they have limited
knowledge about, from a planet they have never visited.
With time running out, it doesn't take them long to realize
that this may be one battle that will take all of their skills to
win. Delilah Rosewater is haunted by dreams of her death.
She doesn't understand why the dreams feel so real, or why
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she knows that time is running out for her. Her frustration
strengthens as she searches for the one person she feels
could understand her increasing panic - Sara Wilson. She is
shocked when instead of finding Sara, she comes face-toface with two irritating men who claim to be from another
world! Caught in an unexpected snowstorm in the
Appalachian Mountains, Delilah doesn't know what to think
of the two men and their wild claims of a powerful Goddess,
alien worlds, and new destinies…. Main Content: 206 (6x9)
pages, 65,949 words Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith
presents a new action-packed story to transport readers out
of this world! Brimming with her signature humor, vivid
landscapes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be
another fan favorite.
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Melina and her grandfather are rescued by a group that
includes twin dragons who are very confused to find their
true mate in what they believe is a human boy.
Dragon Shifter MFM Menage Romance
Twin Dragons in Singapore
Fairy Tail: Twin Dragons of Sabertooth
Can stand alone!
The Tale of the Little Twin Dragons

A curvy young woman meets two dragon shifters.
A dark fairy tale, uniquely twisted in all the wrong
ways. Ellie, an extremely shy and meek 20 year old,
gets kidnapped by Snow, a legendary werewolf warrior
who may be the flint to start her fire, if he doesn't kill
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her first.
A special edition Beast Quest-with twin baby
dragons!New Beasts have been created in Avantia-twin dragons Vedra and Krimon. But the Wizard Malvel
plans to capture them, so Tom must take the dragons
into hiding. Can Tom save the twin Beasts from the
wizard's evil spell?
New Beasts have been created in Avantia - twin
dragons Vedra and Krimon. But the Wizard Malvel plans
to capture them, so Tom must take the dragons into
hiding. Can Tom save the twin Beasts from the wizard's
evil spell? Beast Quest Early Readers are perfect for
children learning to read and for families to enjoy
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together, with text vetted by a literacy expert and
bright new colour illustrations. Look out for another
Beast Quest Early Reader soon: Kragos and Kildor the
Two-headed Demon!
Ella and Owen 3: Knights vs. Dragons
The Twin Dragons of Azeron
Skylar The Dinosaur
Jackie Chan
Beast Quest Special Edition #2: Vedra and Krimon the
Twin Dragons

The Dragons Nucki and Nuck travel all the way to
Singapore to protect this country. Learn more about
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the great pair of twin dragons who try to fulfil their
mission as they live hidden from sight amidst a city
bustling yet hectic.
Twin DragonsCreateSpace
Tom must find the twin dragons Vedra and Krimon
before the evil wizard Malvel tries to capture and
control them with his dark magic.
This enjoyable and humorous fantasy follows the
adventures of Laurence, a Master Magician, Elizabeth
his wife, an Elfin Queen, who is also a White Witch,
and their twins, Victoria and Matthew, both of whom
are junior magicians.To help Laurence, Bern, a
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Cornish Pixie, Patrick, a Leprechaun, along with their
steeds, two very clever Guinea Pigs, come to his aid.
Independently Laurence and Elizabeth enter the
Demon Dimension. Both have to defeat the Guardian
of the Gateway into the land, the Demons fiercest
fighter, and decide whether to help the slave races
none of which are human!Meanwhile Victoria and
Matthew find a huge egg which when hatched
produces twin dragons. The Dragons, who have
inherited memory, tell Victoria and Matthew about
Dragon history. The two sets of twins embark on an
adventure to challenge the Leader of the dragons, The
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Serpent King, who live on Titan (One of the Moons of
Saturn).The adventures take all of them through a
very very strange forest (The Pingdom) which is
controlled by a wise Time Wizard. Laurence and
Elizabeth must defeat two terrible Demon Wizards
'The Beast' and 'Small' before peace can be restored
and nothing can be taken for granted!To stop a war, a
duel is undertaken which is in four parts. They take
Laurence to Prehistoric times, the future, the
undergrowth (by shrinking) and the Arctic
Wastelands. Things do not go according to the
rules!The Demons did not however take into account
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that Laurence and Elizabeth would at the end have the
help of their children who bring along some new found
friends to help them.
Chyronex
Beast Quest: Special 1: Vedra & Krimon Twin Beasts
of Avantia
Demons and Dragons
The Twin Dragons, CBI, 1943-1945
Nemia Rising Episode 1
Colton is a ten-year-old boy who finds
an egg that he keeps safe and warm
until one day it hatches, revealing a
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baby dragon. Join Colton and his pocket
dragon as they go off on flying
adventures. Together they will find and
save Iggy the bigfoot, Skylar the
dinosaur, Tansy the abdominal snowman,
meeting Santa Claus and Bernie the
orangutan. They will explore a haunted
house and encounter the Master Dragon.
Together they will find tree monsters,
snow monsters, gargoyles, wolves,
snakegons, ghosts, and a gigantic mole.
Come tag along with Colton and his
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pocket dragon on their adventures.
Twin dragons Harry and Henry overcome
many obstacles as they learn to breathe
fire.
Enslavement was sudden and forced for
Chyronex, who is the sole Moon
Priestess of Swendula. Within her Moon
Tower, the insufferable Warlord has
deemed her residence is now his and she
is his war prize. It would be a simple
tale of slave fighting against master,
but her Warlord holds many secrets
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behind his carefully chosen words.
Later, when the King arrives after
months waiting, Chyronex will soon find
out the real purpose of her sudden
enslavement.Unfortunately, Chyronex
will only learn her true nature while
everyone around her tries to control
it. Overtime, as she realises the power
she holds inside her soul, she will
have to choose risking everything
fighting for her beliefs. The smart way
to do so is staying quiet and obedient
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until the moment is just right... and
even then, she'll have to prepare for
the consequences of fighting back.A
Warlord, a prisoner, an insane witch
and a King will be a part of the
tightrope Chyronex has to navigate, in
search of her true identity.
The Kingdom of The Dragons - Book 3 We
will start of journey back at the
Castle on the Land of the Dragons. You
may recall, Heartsafire, had granted
the little pink dragon Wood, her wings.
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The pink lion was still back on a ship
trying to land on Hearts Island, but
the Twin Dragons, Dot and Wood were
safe and secure at the Castle. In the
first chapter, we discover that one of
the twins has been up to mischief and
has ruined all the Hearts flags and
family portraits in the Great Hall.
That little dragon has lost her fire
power for acting badly. In the second
chapter, the twins are working in the
garden gathering magic pumpkins when
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they spot tiny boats waving white
flags. Risking their lives in a brewing
storm, they bravely signal the ships
that help is coming and then rush back
to the Castle to get help. The castle
dragons unite for a daring rescue. The
third chapter is humorous, sad and
scary. The King's life hangs on by a
thread; the Queen sends a message, and
the brave Randall stands up to the big
dragon, Bravehearts. The fourth chapter
is all about brave dragons and our Hero
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Randall. But a new hero emerges. Can a
tiny little rat be a hero? We can
always hope! The fifth chapter is about
tricks, games and shady characters.
Where do these characters come from?
The sixth chapter is the reveal
chapter. Sometimes, it is better not
knowing the answer when the answer is
sad. The prize is in the eye of the
beholder. The seventh chapter brings
everyone home, and the King renames the
land, the Kingdom of Hearts and
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Dragons. The only problem is that
Heartsafire does not look well and
still has work to do with some dragons.
Being home doesn't mean that everything
is fixed, and everyone is healed. This
is book 3 of the Legends of the
Fireflies series.
Vedra & Krimon Twin Beasts of Avantia
Fairy Tail
Paranormal Dragon Shifter MFM Menage
Romance
Colton’s Pocket Dragon
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Time, Space and Magic
** A Standalone Short Story with No Cliffhanger!
** Working at the morgue doesn’t allow Shelly
much time to have fun, but her best friend of
more than twenty years wanted her to go to the
club. Meeting the two olive-skinned men at the
club was nothing more than circumstance for
Shelly, but it would turn out to be one of the
biggest turning points in her life. When one of the
men knocks out the bartender, they have to flee
to keep from going to jail. When they part ways,
Shelly wonders if she will ever see the two men
again. A week later, after a horrible accident, she
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finds herself homeless and needing a place to
stay. At the scene of her apartment fire, one of
the men offers for her to stay with them. Now she
has finally found the two mysterious men again,
and she is even living in their house, but what she
doesn’t know is that they are harboring a secret
that may be more than she wants to know. --TAGS: Dragon Romance, Dragon shifter romance,
dragon romance, paranormal dragon shifter
romance, alpha dragon romance, weredragon
romance, alpha male romance, Shifter Menage
Romance, Menage erotica romance, full length
novel mmf ffm, Mfm menage romance, Mfm
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menage romance, mfm romance, bad boy
romance, paranormal shifter romance, Alpha
male romance, Shifter romance, Shapeshifter
romance, paranormal romance, insta love
romance, new adult romance, quick reads,
paranormal romance with sex, short reads,
novels, novella, fictions, ebooks, dominant
possessive, second chance romance, full length
novel, steamy romance, hot reads, urban fantasy
"This story is about two dragon brothers who are
twins, but very different. One is well mannered
and loved by the community while the other gets
into trouble much to the dismay of his twin. Along
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the way, one brother is confronted by a situation
which leads to self-reflection, eventually causing
him to change his ways, at least most of the time.
It's about mistakes, manners, and trying to do the
right thing"--Cover.
Melina Franklin was barely sixteen when she and
her grandfather were kidnapped from their small
farm in Georgia by an alien trader and sold to an
Antrox mining asteroid in deep space. Mistaken
for a young boy, she lives in fear of being found
out and sold. Her only companionship for the next
four years is her grandfather and the Pactors, a
large creature used for hauling the mining ore
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that she takes care of. She dreams of the day
when she and her grandfather will somehow
escape and return home to the rolling green hills
of their farm.Calo and Cree Aryeh have been
secured as the personal guards for Creon Reykill's
mate, Carmen Walker. The twin brothers are a
rare species of dragon known for their fierceness
in battle. Born to the mystic dragon clan of the
Northern Mountains, they have given their
allegiance to the Dragon Lords vowing to serve
and protect the royal family and their new true
mates. The brothers know they will never be able
to have a true mate of their own. Never in the
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history of their clan have twin dragons been able
to find a mate capable of handling two male
dragons. They can only hope that they die in
battle so they are not destined to be caged when
the loneliness eventually drives their dragons
insane.The twin dragons are confused when two
humans are discovered on an abandon asteroid
mine. The old man and his grandson appear
normal enough but their dragons and their
symbiots are driving them crazy, insisting the boy
is their true mate. Neither know how to handle
the other two parts of themselves or their need to
remain close to the boy. On top of that, the young
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human male refuses to have anything to do with
either of them. He hides and avoids them every
time they get near him.Things become clearer
when they discover Mel is really Melina.
Unfortunately, finding out their true mate is really
a woman does little to change her feelings toward
them. She is even more determined to return to
her world.When her wish comes true, the brothers
know they have no choice but to kidnap her and
hide her away. Can they convince her to give
them a chance at happiness or will she seek
protection from the royal family they have vowed
to serve? If that is not bad enough, there is
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another who has his eye on their mate and will do
whatever is necessary to keep her – including
killing the twin dragons who have claimed her
first.
In The Twin Dragons of Azeron, several factions of
inhabitants from the fictional solar system Azeron
find themselves scattered across an array of
planets after a series of events they were all
involved in transpired on the planet Jabloko
culminated in a nuclear blast that forced them to
flee into the depths of space. The Dragon Order, a
benevolent group, are searching for a trio of lost
daughters, a pair of powerful crystals that were
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stolen from Twin Dragons that lived on their
home planet of Nekasha called Dragonstones,
and a magic wand belonging to one of their
members. On the planet Musonia, a wizard
named Esmeril is teaching his secret arts to a
young Azeronian named Zilkeon, whose parents
were believed to have been killed in a nuclear
blast on Jabloko. The Azeronians responsible for
the blast, the evil Anjraluxer and his sidekick
named Pyrlodir, who betrayed the Dragon Order
and allowed for Anjraluxer to obtain a
Dragonstone, are hulled up in an ancient
abandoned castle. They plan to abduct
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Azeronians to build to an army to extract natural
resources, all the while waiting for the correct
time of the moon cycle to view a device of the
wizard Esmeril to ascertain the whereabouts of
the final Dragonstone. All this time, the Twin
Dragons Xom and Quinlan are scouring the
heavens searching for their sacred Dragonstones.
The factions find themselves in a web of
intertwined events, as they all search for what
they have lost due to the fateful events on
Nekasha. The fate of Azeron and is on the line
and the lively characters embark on an
astounding odyssey of adventures on the many
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planets of the solar system in order to retrieve
what they had lost in the past to secure a safe
future. The one question is: who will prevail in the
end? From dragons, to stargate portals, from
magic and oracles, to elemental spirits and
sacred rituals, The Twin Dragons of Azeron has
everything to captivate audiences of all ages and
reading levels. The book is full of metamorphic,
cosmic and hopeful language, and features an
intricate string of symbolism from alchemy and
kabbalah. It is an enchanting read that will appeal
to many readers as the paradigms of our modern
world continue to shift while we collectively
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awaken the transcendent truths within ourselves.
My Twin Dragon
Twin Dragons
The Twin Dragons
Snowred
Book One
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